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Welcome to Mundo Magico, a world resembling ours but with one
huge difference. Usually, shortly after a person turns eighteen in 
Mundo Magico they develop a supernatural skill. Skills vary from
person to person. Most skills are weak and only used for fun while 
some individuals develop very useful skills that enable them to
shine in their line of work.

Commissioned Story

Tabitha‘s Tale

Usually, everyone in Mundo Magico develops a supernatural skill
after turning 18 that is used for good or at least for fun. But
sometimes… emotions run wild… and Tabitha has just been
dumped by her girlfriend Lucy! Tabitha‘s stepmother Norah tries
to calm her down but that only enrages Tabitha even more! Can
Tabitha keep her emotions under control or is she going to do
something truly evil?

Featuring:

❖ Tabitha … An 18-year-old girl with the skill to rewrite
personalities. She hates her stepmother for trying to replace
her deceased mom.

❖ Norah … Tabitha‘s stepmother. A woman with the power to
change her body and turn into other people. She married
Tabitha‘s father several years ago and ever since tries to be a
good mother to Tabitha.

❖ Lucy … Tabitha‘s ex-girlfriend who just dumped her.
❖ Prof. Harrison … Tabitha‘s father



FUCK!

How can 
she do this 

to me?!



Tabitha?
What’s wrong 

my child?

Urgh! 
Her again! Did 

something 
bad happen?



I’m sure it 
just needs 

time…

Is this about your 
gift not having 
manifested yet?

Tsk!

C’mon, sweety. 
Talk to your 

mother.

Shut up!
What do you 

know?! You can’t 
help me! Get out!



I’ve never 
seen her this 

agitated.

Something 
really bad must 
have happened.

Poor girl.
Hm… I haven’t 
used my skill in 
a long time…

But if Tabitha’s 
not gonna talk 

to me…

Sensing that her step-daughter will not
listen to her, Norah decides to withdraw
to try… a different approach.



As Norah activates her skill she is
engulfed in a green whirlwind of energy
…

And soon her feminine curves
transform into a bulky manly frame.
Her clothes change to something her
husband usually wears as well.



Minutes later, back in Tabitha‘s room.

Oh, dear!
What’s wrong 

pumpkin?

Dad?
You are home?

Yeah, I 
got off 

work early 
today.



I’m gonna
find out why 
you dumped 
my baby girl, 

Lucy!

And you 
will love 

me!

I love 
you!

I’m gonna get 
you back, 

Lucy!

Father is right. 
Never give up!

After some talk
between Tabitha and
Norah (transformed
into Tabitha‘s father)
both women decide
to track down Lucy.



Tabitha is set on getting her girlfriend
Lucy back, no matter the cost. Will
she use her red eyes of mind control
to enslave her ex?! Or will something
unexpected happen?

Danger: Heavy story spoilers ahead!





*huff*
*huff*

I don’t know 
what the 

future might 
bring but…





After some hot lovemaking
Tabitha uses her eyes once more
to give Lucy a really strong
orgasm…



Mom?!

But what is that?! Oh, dear! It
seems there has been a mix-up!



But after a short
moment of shock
Tabitha decides
this is better than
giving up on the
idea of her
girlfriend. So, she
decides it‘s time
for her step-
mother to step up
her game and fill a
more useful role in
life…









End of Teaser

This one is one of my darker stories I think.
But if you are into sapphic stories and not
turned down by step-relations this one turned
out really well ;)

The full comic is 86 pages long and includes
15 high-definition pinups. It’s for adults only
and available on my Patreon Site, in my
Gumroad-Shop, in my FANBOX or on my
Deviant Art Page:
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